system, in order to meet any market requests for evidence of such activities.

For a forestry company the value of certification depends on the end point in mind. ISO 14 001 is a useful management systems tool, FSC is a useful marketing tool. The New Zealand "report card" may or may not be useful as a marketing tool, depending on its degree of acceptance internationally. There is still a large amount of development work needed to be done with it.

The costs of certification are high, running into the tens of thousands of dollars plus ongoing auditing costs. FSC is significantly more expensive than ISO 14 001 in the earlier stages. Some of these costs can be shared — for example the Farm Forestry Association can become certified on behalf of certain of its members.

Despite some surveys suggesting that the customer is prepared to pay a premium for certified wood (see Ozanne and Bigsby, 1997) the reality has proved different. Still those companies that have gained FSC certification have at least maintained market share, which in these times must be an advantage.

It may seem that the forestry sector is being picked on ahead of other sectors, notably agriculture, with regard to environmental issues. New Zealand foresters are already subject to a host of legislative requirements including the Resource Management Act 1991 and Forests Act 1949. Be that as it may, Forestry companies need to be able to respond to the marketplace and public perceptions and foresters should be thinking through the responses that best fit their circumstances.

Tim Thorpe
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RECENT EVENTS

Forest Companies Restructure

Both Fletcher Challenge Forests and Rayonier New Zealand have recently announced major restructuring plans. Fletcher Challenge Forests in late April announced a new management structure which will see 34 management and technical positions in the company's forest operations being lost. This is about 8% of total staff.

Six new business groups have been formed. There will be four business groups focusing on different markets:

- North American Business Solutions which includes American Wood Mouldings, the new Taupo sawmill (Taupo Solid Lineal Mouldings) and the Mt Maungauuni wood processing plant.
- Japanese Housing Solutions which includes the relatively new Kawerau laminating plant and Waipa Sawmill.
- Australasian Consumer Solutions which includes both structural lumber and Ramsey Roundwood, Rainbow Mountain and Kawerau sawmills, Waipa remanufacturing and Mount Maungauuni Plywood.
- Global Industrial Sales and Trading which includes log and lumber sales, sales of industrial products to key customers and third party purchases of logs and lumber.

Two resource-based units will manage the forests in New Zealand and Chile. They will be charged to supply wood to the business-market groups at market prices and to make the most efficient use of the wood crop. Eight support functions will be shared by the six business units and have a co-ordinating role.

According to Ginny Radford, the Director of Communications, the move was away from the concept that the company was primarily into growing wood and owning resources to a more direct link between the forests and the markets via the four business groups. That is why there has been expansion in value-added processing over the last few years.

In mid February Fletcher Challenge Forests also announced a new brand name — Origin — designed to emphasise the quality of its products from the Central North Island.

Rayonier New Zealand announced its restructuring in late February in which 20 positions were lost out of a total staff of 230 people. In the process it has:

- Reduced from five to three districts in the Forest Resources Division.
- Reduced from six to four managers in the Operations and Log Marketing Division.
- Merged research and technical functions in Auckland and scaled down some other Head Office functions.

Even with these changes Rayonier staff still remain in all previous locations. No changes at their MDF plant in Mataura were announced at this time.

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

The new Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry came into being on the 1st March with Bruce Ross as Director-General. The purpose of the new organisation is to ensure agriculture, forestry and horticulture continue to make the best contribution to New Zealand's sustainable development and economic growth. One of the key functions will be to manage biosecurity. It will also manage the Crown's forestry interests and commitments. MAF Quality Management (MQM) which includes services such as meat inspection, animal health laboratories etc. have been transferred to the new Ministry as separate business units in the meantime, but may be commercialised before the end of 1998.

Under the Director-General is the Deputy Director-General (Biosecurity) — Peter O'Hara — and ten other senior managers. Murray McAlonan, the Group Manager Forest Management is the most senior forestry person. He has the role of special adviser to the Director-General on forestry and on forestry relationships. Directly under him is the Manager, Indigenous Forestry Unit in Christchurch (Tony Newton), National Manager Forest Health (Ross Morgan), and General Manager Crown Lease Forests (Charlie Schell). Five others are involved in managing crown lease forests or as advisers to the East Coast and Northland projects. Regionally based forestry people in the Policy section are based in Auckland, Rotorua, Nelson, and Christchurch.

Doug Graham who heads the Finance Section also came from MOF and is part of senior management team. Mike Jebson
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